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A
profound difference separates a
professional development oppor-
tunity that targets technology
training versus one that supports

technology integration. Many colleges
and universities have excellent pro-
grams in place for faculty who want to
increase their technical knowledge and
skills. Many faculty take advantage of
these opportunities to familiarize them-
selves with useful software programs
and to learn how to operate the new
hardware appearing in their classrooms.
Unfortunately, as instructors struggle
to build these new media technologies
into improved teaching and learning
activities, they encounter a severe lack
of technology integration support
opportunities.

Kenneth Green, author of The 1999
National Survey of Information Technology
in Higher Education, identified this lack
of “instructional integration” support as
one of the top two information tech-
nology issues confronting colleges and
universities.1 Though Green’s research is
both well respected and widely read,
most technology training opportuni-
ties for faculty continue to isolate
instructional media from instructional
contexts.

A new support model was created to
address the need for improved tech-
nology integration opportunities. This
article describes the model — Whole-
Context, Instruction-Driven Support
for Higher Education Technology
(WISE) — and its initial pilot.

WISE:
The Smart Solution for Technology Integration Support

A new support model delivers an
instruction-driven, whole-context
approach to integrating technology

By Lucie Isenhart Sommer
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WISE Model Overview
The WISE model targets specific goals

in providing technology integration, as
follows. It focuses on providing appro-
priate support for this integration.

Whole-Context Support
In many institutions, workshops that

nurture best teaching practices remain
separate from those that promote tech-
nology skills. In contrast, the WISE model
builds on the notion that teaching and
learning ideals, contexts, methods, and
media are inextricably linked and should
be presented as such. WISE borrows effec-
tive technology integration practices
from established instructional design
models and customizes them for faculty
use. The result — WISE’s whole-context
planning framework — helps instruc-
tors consider new media options within
a broad context of instructional issues.

Instruction-Driven Support
Many faculty members complain that

current technology training opportuni-
ties are too far removed from course
development tasks to be useful. Respond-
ing to the plea for training that is more
directly applicable to teaching, the WISE
model adopted an instruction-driven
approach to faculty development. In this
approach, instructors create tangible edu-
cational projects while simultaneously
learning about new media options.

As these instructor projects evolve,
new training needs and interests emerge.
WISE’s professional development activ-
ities are designed to respond to these
changes. In this way, instructional needs
drive technology support opportunities
instead of the other way around.

Higher-Education–
Focused Support

As colleges and universities devise
support models to help meet new tech-
nology integration demands, many look
to private industry for inspiration.
WISE’s support approach is sensitive to
the reality that integrating technology
into a training project for the business
sector differs from integrating technol-
ogy into the teaching and learning activ-
ities of higher education.

The WISE approach takes what is use-

ful from outside models, recognizing
that they have limited applicability in
the higher education context with its
unique purpose, players, and resources.
WISE focuses on higher education, offer-
ing support activities well suited to the
particular interests and training needs of
faculty and to the resources that typify
most higher education projects.

WISE Pilot Overview
The WISE model was created as part of

the Murdock Technology Initiative, a
grant-funded effort to assist several
Washington state colleges and univer-
sities with technology training and inte-
gration. One hundred and forty faculty
members from five institutions (all mem-
bers of the Independent Colleges and
Universities of Washington) formed
eight professional development groups,
organized by academic discipline
(including Business, Education, Foreign
Languages, Humanities, Health and Life
Sciences, Natural Sciences, Social Sci-
ences, and Theater and Fine Arts).

Over the course of nine months, each
of the discipline-specific groups partici-
pated in a series of three linked work-
shop sessions, coordinated by the project’s
director. These sessions supported indi-
vidual group members in designing,
developing, and evaluating new teaching
and learning media. The workshops were
held on a rotating basis at the partici-
pating institutions, and technical sup-
port was provided by each school’s infor-
mation technology personnel.

One visiting consultant was assigned to
each of the eight groups to design and
facilitate workshop activities. All the con-
sultants had demonstrated innovative,
effective use of technology in their fields,
though their experience working with
faculty and their approach to facilitation
varied widely. I was hired as the group
leader for the Health and Life Sciences
participants and created the WISE model
specifically to pilot with that group. The
WISE model reflected the lessons I learned
teaching with new media in my own
classroom, presenting technology inte-
gration workshops to colleagues and to
other educators, and leading instructional
design efforts on several technology-
related grant projects.

The 16 faculty members who partici-
pated in the Health and Life Sciences
group were all seasoned instructors, their
teaching experience ranging from 7 to
30 years. Though they all taught within
the Health and Life Sciences disciplines,
their teaching styles and interests and
their experience with instructional tech-
nology was highly diverse. The overall
goal of the group’s planning, develop-
ment, and evaluation sessions (as
defined in the Murdock grant) was to
“advance the purposeful use of tech-
nology to enhance teaching and learn-
ing.” The professional development
activities that promoted this goal and the
insights gained from these experiences
are described below.

The Planning Session
I had two primary goals for the plan-

ning session: to establish a productive
partnership with participants and to
assist them in building instruction-
driven foundations for their projects.

Establishing a 
Productive Partnership

An expert on teacher training, Ann
Liberman has studied the elements that
contribute to lasting professional devel-
opment. Based on a thorough review
of related literature, she notes that in
most programs, instructors are “devel-
oped by outside experts,” rather than
participating in their own development.2

Indeed, support opportunities conceived
and developed by IT professionals or by
faculty development offices without sig-
nificant input from instructors are,
unfortunately, all too common in higher
education. This is not surprising, given
the challenges associated with creating
a truly collaborative program.

The WISE model aims to equally value
and thoughtfully integrate input from
both educational practitioners and other
professionals. This was especially true
during the planning session, where all
activities were carefully designed not only
to respond to faculty-defined needs, but
also to incorporate my technology inte-
gration expertise. To nurture a productive
partnership, I employed diverse leader-
ship strategies, including a balanced
approach to planning future workshops,
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an early attention to alliance building,
and a tolerance of individual develop-
ment paths.

Balancing Goals and Needs. One of the
Murdock grant’s goals was that all the
planning sessions include a participatory
planning process. This process looked
different in each of the groups.

For the Health and Life Science partic-
ipants, I guided the process to steer them
toward useful paths of exploration. For
instance, I structured the order of the
planning workshop activities so that
those exploring instructors’ personal
teaching ideals, definitions of higher edu-
cation, and availability of resources came
before those that solicited ideas for the
content of future workshops.

For the final design plans of the devel-
opment workshop agenda, I liberally
added topics that I knew to be important
to technology project development. Par-
ticipants did not seem to mind being
asked to share control over future ses-
sions; rather, they responded positively to
this inclusive, collaborative planning
atmosphere.

Creating a Productive Climate. Most
faculty members have considerable teach-
ing experience but are new to the task of
integrating electronic media. In previ-
ous technology integration workshops, I
found that seasoned instructors often
seemed uncomfortable with the novice
status that resulted from their inexperi-
ence with new tools. The fact that par-
ticipants were simultaneously accom-
plished and “green” sometimes created a
challenging workshop atmosphere, often
characterized by defensive attitudes. To
address the complex training issues inher-
ent in this kind of professional develop-
ment, I worked to establish a cooperative,
respectful work climate with the WISE
pilot group.

Paying close attention to the design
structure of early workshop activities
helped to create such a climate. Building
in time at the start of an activity for par-
ticipants to reflect upon and solidify their
own personal teaching and learning ideas,
as well as providing activities that fostered
collegial connections, seemed to create a
favorable climate for participation. Addi-

tionally, I carefully defined my role as
facilitative rather than directive, which
went a long way to establishing a positive
development environment.

Throughout the planning workshop, I
attempted to capitalize on the academi-
cians’ teaching experience while address-
ing their lack of technology design expe-
rience. To this end, I combined regular
opportunities for personal reflection and
collegial discussion with carefully timed
presentations of more established design
principles. The approach succeeded in
helping forge positive alliances with and
among group members. These, in turn,
resulted in a productive work dynamic
that carried into future sessions.

Supporting Individual Development.
Not surprisingly, participants possessed
highly varied levels of teaching exper-
tise and opinions about teaching style
and practice. Consequently, their initial
technology plans were extremely diverse,
as were their related professional devel-
opment needs. What else could anyone
expect given the lack of formal teaching
training for higher education faculty, the
widely variable “in the trenches” experi-
ences that inform their teaching prac-
tices, and the other myriad influences
that shape their teaching styles?

I did not attempt to rectify these
inevitable differences in experience and
opinion, nor did I try to prescribe a sin-
gle “correct solution” for their technology
integration plans. Instead, initial planning
discussions valued traditional pedagogi-
cal approaches while encouraging pro-
gressive teaching practices. My previous
experiences working with faculty had
taught me that they strongly resisted the

concept of a single teaching style or idea.
So, I focused on providing a “safe” climate
(one that tolerated different teaching
practices) and useful opportunities (based
on common development needs) for fac-
ulty development. In this group, as likely
in any other, some of the group members
made great advances in their “teaching
evolution,” while others took small yet
significant steps.

Building Instruction-
Driven Foundations

An effective planning process is key to
successfully integrating technology, yet
few instructors are encouraged or rewarded
for beginning their technology projects
with solid planning. By default, most proj-
ects are initiated by some sort of software
application training. These training 
sessions often inspire faculty to contem-
plate — usually in the isolation of their
offices — how they might fit new tech-
nologies into their classroom activities.

Whether intentional or not, the lack of
proper planning opportunities promotes
a problematic design framework. In this
faulty framework, new technology tools
(and their inherent design structures)
guide instructional media rather than
instructional goals shaping technology
use.

A primary goal of the WISE pilot was
to help keep instructional objectives at the
forefront of technology integration. The
planning framework offered to faculty
was derived from several widely recog-
nized design models — the ADDIE
model,3 the Dick and Carey Design
Model,4 and the Kemp model5 — all of
which describe step-by-step processes for
designing context-sensitive, objective-
oriented instruction. I adapted the design
principles from these models to specifi-
cally target the participants’ needs and
resources. The resulting planning pro-
cess — a set of whole-context planning
activities — was much more manageable
and appropriate for higher education use
than the more cumbersome, resource-
intensive models that inspired it.

As part of this whole-context plan-
ning process, each faculty member
drafted a list of personal principles of
good teaching practice, targeted a specific
instructional context for a potential tech-

The WISE approach takes

what is useful from outside

models, recognizing that

they have limited

applicability in the higher

education context.
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nology project, and reviewed potential
resources. (See the related planning activ-
ities in the sidebar). Given the diverse
needs of workshop participants, they
had the option of engaging in these out-
come-oriented planning activities in
either a face-to-face or an online format.

These planning activities and their
related group discussions influenced
group members as they shaped initial
visions for their individual projects. This
initial emphasis on planning reinforced
the notion that creating effective new
media begins with individual reflection
about teaching goals and methods.

Paul Hagner wrote about a research
project he conducted that examined
faculty support needs. He highlighted
the difficulty that faculty face in inte-
grating new technologies: “Since one
requirement for transformation is com-
ing to grips with how the new tech-
nologies can enhance learning objec-
tives, a problem results in that many
successful teachers have never engaged
in this form of articulation and self-
evaluation and may be disinclined to
do so.”6 WISE provides both the frame-
work and the support for these impor-
tant reflective activities.

The Development Session
A successful development process

must respond to faculty needs and inter-
ests; provide opportunities for discus-
sion; explain links among principles,
practice, and media; encourage project-
based experimentation with new media
applications; provide supportive con-
sultation; and make the most of partic-
ipant’s limited time.

Responding to Faculty Needs
As mentioned, participants discussed

their professional development needs
during the planning session. The group
felt strongly that subsequent workshops
should emphasize technology integra-
tion support rather than duplicate the
software and hardware training available
at their home institutions. They pre-
ferred to work on individual technology
projects, despite being presented with a
wide range of project frameworks
(including collegial, departmental, and
institutional collaborations). Above all,
they wanted the chance to talk with
others who were beginning to integrate
technology, to consult with experts,
and to review useful examples.

In addition to surveying participants’
general needs during the planning ses-
sion, I reviewed their written ideas (gen-
erated from the whole-context plan-
ning activities) to learn about the
group’s particular teaching styles and
interests. This information, combined
with the training requests described
above, helped shape the activities and
content of the development session —
an intensive, five-day workshop aimed
at supporting individual project devel-
opment. The final agenda for this ses-
sion included daily opportunities to
discuss effective technology integra-
tion, to review pertinent media exam-
ples, to actively experiment with new
teaching and learning applications, and
to receive experienced consultation.

Providing Opportunities to Talk
Innovations in educational media

have sparked new conversations among
colleagues about what happens in their
classrooms. The WISE pilot nurtured
this trend, providing useful opportuni-
ties for collegial interchange.

Whole-Context Planning Activities
To begin, I encouraged faculty members to briefly consider the “background

ideals” that might subtly shape their projects. As a way of exploring these ideals,

each faculty member was asked to reflect on several factors that influenced their

teaching and learning values, including

■ Personal definitions of “meaningful learning” and “successful teaching”

■ Institutional and departmental missions (both formal and informal)

■ Mainstream changes in educational media and practices

Participants contemplated these issues privately before engaging in a shared

discussion about them. Focusing on these kinds of value issues early in the plan-

ning process provided a solid, instruction-based foundation from which to

launch future planning discussions.

Next, participants analyzed and discussed the specific contexts that their pro-

jects would target. They examined

■ “Higher learning” as a shared context for all the projects

■ Student population profiles unique to their individual courses

■ Specific content development needs within their upcoming courses

■ Individual teaching and learning environment issues (including both physical

equipment and human support resources)

Lastly, the group considered how the learning activities and media of their pro-

jects might relate to their instructional goals — what I called “purposeful prac-

tices” planning. The group identified and discussed

■ General teaching and learning strategies for promoting higher education learning

■ Their personal teaching preferences

■ The benefits of various teaching and learning approaches, such as tightly struc-

tured activities versus loosely structured activities, teacher-led activities versus

student inquiry-based activities, and the potential for specific teaching meth-

ods and media to enhance (or detract from) project goals

As they moved through these whole-context planning activities, participants

drafted individual summaries of their reflections. These summaries acted as pre-

liminary guides for future project development efforts.
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The pairing of sample teaching and
learning principles with associated read-
ings (see the sidebar) stimulated and
focused discussion sessions each morning.
Each morning began with a discussion
about how to employ new media to sup-
port various instructional principles and
practices. Topics for these discussions
were derived from the teaching and learn-
ing principles that group members
defined during the previous planning
session. Participants reviewed associated
readings before each discussion to stim-
ulate and focus their sharing of ideas.

Most participants included a state-
ment about fostering thoughtful class-
room discussion on their personal prin-
ciple lists. Reflecting this interest, the
sample principles and the reading for
the first day centered on the issue of
how to stimulate productive student
discussion. Faculty members began the
session by sharing their frustrations as
well as their secrets for promoting aca-

demic discussion and classroom com-
munity. As they did so, they translated
the morning’s teaching ideals into real
teaching terms.

Next, participants examined how to
integrate new technologies to support the
goal of active student engagement. Using
the face-to-face strategies described in the
reading as a springboard, they explored
issues surrounding online discussions and
fostering online communities.

Though the instructors taught within
similar disciplines, their project interests
and experience with technology dif-
fered. The shared readings aided the
group by providing an immediate
avenue for collegial connection. Every-
one involved reported that these dis-
cussions greatly benefited their indi-
vidual technology projects. Many also
commented that the exchanges were a
welcome respite from the isolation that
often characterizes the academic
profession.

Highlighting Links
In addition to the readings and dis-

cussions, the group reviewed model
technology projects, some of which they
had created themselves. Each demon-
stration project illustrated how a sample
set of teaching principles and related
practices might be integrated into a mul-
timedia project. Since all participants
taught within the fields of health and life
sciences, it was easy to find relevant
examples.

These discipline-specific demonstra-
tions inspired faculty to share related
project ideas and deepened discussions
about teaching practice issues. They also
led to colleagues’ trading useful graph-
ics, Web site addresses, and even entire
lecture presentations.

The development session also pro-
vided significant blocks of time daily
for individual project development. The
participants had identified this as an
important need during the planning

These principles were derived from

the lists generated by planning session

participants.

Day 1: Good teaching practice…

■ Targets multiple levels of learning.

■ Requires interactive discussion.

■ Builds a community of learners.

Related reading: B. G. Davis, Tools

for Teaching (San Fransisco: Jossey-

Bass, 1993, pp. 83–89)

Day 2: Good teaching practice...

■ Promotes critical thinking.

■ Provides opportunities to make

real-world links.

■ Encourages student ownership of

learning.

Related reading: Enhancing Critical

Thinking in the Sciences, L. W. Crow,

ed. (Washington, D.C.: Society for Col-

lege Science Teachers, 1989, pp.

17–27); J. Chaffee, Thinking Critically

(New York: Houghton Mifflin Com-

pany, 1996); H. S. Barrows, “Problem-

Based Learning in Medicine and

Beyond: A Brief Overview,” New Direc-

tions for Teaching and Learning, 68,

1996, pp. 3–12

Day 3: Good teaching practice...

■ Actively engages participants.

■ Provides structure as well as

opportunities for self-directed

learning.

■ Is personally meaningful to

participants.

Related reading: C. Uline, “Knowl-

edge in the Information Age: Effortless

Communication and the Effort of

Reflective Thought,” Educational Tech-

nology, 36 (5), 1996, pp. 29–32; P. M.

King and K. S. Kitchener, Developing

Reflective Judgment (San Fransisco:

Jossey-Bass, 1994, pp. 1–19)

Day 4: Good teaching practice...

■ Targets adult learning needs.

■ Understands today’s students.

Related reading: P. Sacks, Generation

X Goes to College: An Eye-Opening

Account of Teaching in Postmodern

America (Chicago: Open Court Pub-

lishing, 1996, pp. xi–xiv); S. Lieb,

“Principles of Adult Learning,” publica-

tion source unknown, posted online at

<http://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/intranet/

committees/FacDevCom/guidebk/

teachtip/adults-2.htm>

Day 5: Good teaching practice...

■ Invites assessment.

■ Incorporates assessment feedback.

Related reading: S. Ehrmann, “Ask-

ing the Right Questions: What Does

Research Tell Us About Technology

and Higher Learning,” Change,

March/April 1995, pp. 20–27

Sample Teaching and Learning Principles and 
Related Readings
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workshop. During this relatively unin-
terrupted independent work time, par-
ticipants developed general design plans
and specific content for their projects.
The structure suggested for their tech-
nology plans helped participants keep a
whole-context, instruction-based focus
to their projects (see the sidebar). All were
encouraged to treat these plans as evolv-
ing maps of their project ideas.

As they solidified design plans during
the workshop, faculty members began to
develop the actual resources they would
later use with students. This was a itera-
tive rather than a linear process, where
working on resource content influenced
project design and vice versa. Participants’
project ideas ranged from small-scale tech-
nology integrations to full-blown elec-
tronic course development.

Encouraging Experimentation
Given the diversity of projects and the

variability of technology expertise among
the participants, application-based tech-
nology training — where a facilitator leads
learners through a shared tour of soft-
ware functions — poorly suited the
group’s needs. Participants had already
identified the need for support that more
directly addressed their teaching and
learning endeavors. The WISE approach
complemented existing training available
to instructors at their home institutions.

Since participants opted to use the
development session primarily for tech-
nology integration activities, they agreed
to pursue their preparatory technical train-
ing outside of group time. Instructors left
the planning session with an initial pro-
ject vision, and during the three months
between sessions, they firmed up these
visions and reviewed the software appli-
cations (and in some cases, the peripheral
hardware) that they were likely to need to
support these projects. Though their
reviewing strategies varied widely — from
structured workshop attendance to
focused technical consultations to inde-
pendent exploration — all came to the
development session with at least a rudi-
mentary familiarity with the applications
that suited their projects.

Participants developed these basic skills
during the independent project time
structured into each day of the five-day

Guiding Teaching and
Learning Principle

Effective teaching provides stu-

dents with chances to experience the

joy of learning discovery, the chal-

lenge of taking risks, and an emo-

tional connection to course content.

Effective instructors recognize indi-

vidual learning differences and create

flexible learning environments.

Desired Outcomes
I will develop a set of Web-based

course resources for OT466 (Techno-

logical Adaptations for Function) that

allows students with varying levels of

experience as occupational therapists

(entry level as well as post-

professional master’s students) to

participate together and learn from

each other in the ways described

above. I am still working on firming

up the learning objectives for the

individual sections of my project.

Project Description and
Development Activities

I will be a one-woman show, in

terms of both design and production

on this project. During this workshop, I

made lots of headway with the overall

structure for the project, though I’m

not quite settled on an interface

design. Once I get one in place and

begin developing the content for the

Web site, I’ll be asking for regular tech

support from the staff in our Technol-

ogy Lab. I’ll begin to present these

new resources to students fall

semester, but, realistically, things won’t

be complete until the following spring.

In terms of the project’s structure,

my plan is that the course resources

will include a beginning section

that reviews core content — some-

thing that all students in the course

will be required to visit. From there,

each student will develop an inde-

pendent learning agreement with

the professor, focusing on their spe-

cial areas of interest within the

adaptive technology curriculum.

The Web resource will be flexible to

accommodate the many different

learning levels and interests that

characterize this class. I plan to

build in opportunities for ongoing

communication between myself

and my students and among fellow

students so that all students can be

exposed to a greater breadth of

adaptive technology content. Many

different kinds of learning experi-

ences — including lectures, student

discussions, lab experiences to

apply knowledge, and both simu-

lated and real professional experi-

ences — will be woven into the

design of these Web resources.

Initial Evaluation and
Assessment Ideas

I’ll present what I have done as it

becomes ready for student use. As

formative evaluation, I will gather

written and verbal feedback from

this initial group of students. Once I

finish (this should be mostly done

by the start of spring semester), I’ll

do a more in-depth evaluation with

my spring semester students. More

details to follow.

Sample Whole-Context Design
Summary
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session. During this time, I encouraged
them to dive into the project design and
development. As they did so, they kept
one list of specific technical questions
and another of ongoing reflections about
their efforts. This training approach was
loosely based on Kolb’s experiential learn-
ing theory, where concrete experience,
reflective observation, and active exper-
imentation and application help pro-
mote new learning.7

Providing Supportive
Consultation

Using such an approach, critics might
assert, could leave behind faculty lacking
the technical skills to proceed with their
projects or those needing more struc-
tured guidance. Two important support
mechanisms prevented this: consulta-
tive support and peer coaching.

J. Drinan, an expert in problem-based
learning, responded to criticisms about
experiential methods by pointing out
that it is the facilitator’s role to “watch,
challenge, encourage, constructively crit-
icize, and retrieve learners from the holes
into which they occasionally fall.”8 I
attempted to do just that, urging exper-
imentation, keeping a close eye on frus-
tration levels, and intervening when tech-
nical difficulties impeded project progress.

In addition to quick technical check-
ins, each faculty member scheduled more
intensive consultation as needed. Con-
sultative support varied greatly from one
project to the next, from answering in-
depth technical questions to addressing
many curriculum design issues. Ques-
tions about options within (and between)
media tools were common, with a great
deal of discussion about matching spe-
cific learning activities with the capa-
bilities of the new media tools. Many
participants asked for review and com-
ment on initial design plans or on spe-
cific teaching strategies. We also explored
and tightened learning objectives for
individual projects. Nearly all faculty
members wanted to articulate their
design ideas and integration strategies,
and to have an experienced outsider
share in their excitement.

A large degree of peer coaching
occurred. As participants worked side-
by-side, technology-savvy instructors

assisted less experienced instructors with
their technical questions. Instructors with
more experience in fostering interactive
learning made informal suggestions for
alternate learning activities to those hun-
gry to expand their teaching practice
repertoire. Instructors with strong orga-
nization skills commented on initial
design outlines. Many participants pre-
ferred to work independently, turning
to familiar applications (such as Word
or PowerPoint) or curriculum develop-
ment activities (such as writing discussion
questions) if they encountered tempo-
rary obstacles in new applications.

The development session also offered
just-in-time training to meet emerging
training needs. Participants compiled lists
of technical questions and reflective
observations as they experimented with
new technologies, which led to several
breakout sessions during the workshop.
These short sessions featured productive
discussions about teaching and learning
issues as they applied to the functional-
ity of various new media. Consequently,
even though the breakout sessions cut
into individual development time, most
participants chose to attend.

Individuals reported that even though
the technology tool discussed in a break-
out session might not suit their pro-
jects, the teaching practice discussions
benefited their designs. Additionally,
these breakout sessions often inspired
“lessons learned” contributions from
faculty already using the tools. These
educational insights were usually brief
but golden, often saving others valu-
able time and energy.

Making the Most of Time
When it comes to integrating tech-

nology, time is a highly relevant issue.
Like most higher education faculty, the
workshop participants were, by and large,
busy instructors with limited time for
instructional media development. Given
these inherent limitations, they had to
make difficult choices about how best to
use their time and expertise during the
development session.

The WISE model encouraged faculty
to focus their efforts on developing a solid
design plan for their projects. It also sup-
ported them in gaining novice familiarity

with the technology tools specific to their
needs as opposed to spending all of their
time developing technology expertise.

The development session provided
time merely to begin developing pro-
jects. Since the completion of these pro-
jects would require a great deal more
time, the WISE model included oppor-
tunities for participants to review the
resources they might employ when they
returned to their home institutions. Pos-
itive examples of faculty/student col-
laborations were shared, such as the
American Association of Higher Educa-
tion–funded Student Technology Assis-
tant Program, coordinated by Stephen
Gilbert’s Teaching, Learning, Technol-
ogy Group.9 Although encouraged to
consider these kinds of collaborations,
the instructors were also cautioned to
critically analyze when and how to best
employ such assistance.

Most participants agreed that outside
resources (such as student assistants and
technical support personnel) could be
more judiciously targeted if they first
armed themselves with a clear design
direction and a working knowledge of
the tools selected for their projects. Hav-
ing learned the basics of the tools, they
also were better prepared to deal with
the inevitable transience of student help
and the unending tasks of project editing
and maintenance.

The Evaluation Session
As part of the concluding evaluation

session, participants were asked to for-
malize their project evaluation plans.
They also reviewed and compared mea-
surement strategies during this session,
framed useful research questions, and
discussed early evaluation results from
those projects already in process.

Assessment Plans
As part of the Murdock grant, all par-

ticipating faculty were asked to gather
assessment data on their projects. Evalu-
ation issues were raised in the first session.
Although minimal time was spent
directly addressing these issues during
the planning session, the whole-context
planning model that guided the session’s
activities complemented the grant’s eval-
uation objectives.
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As for the development session, mea-
surement issues were brought into
sharper focus on the last day, when the
sample teaching and learning principles,
related readings, and discussions specif-
ically targeted educational assessment.
The third and final session was entirely
devoted to helping participants formal-
ize their project evaluation plans.

All participants came out of the devel-
opment session with a project summary,
the last section of which detailed their ini-
tial evaluation ideas. The scope of these
projects was extremely diverse. To expect
that all faculty members would achieve
the same progress in terms of project
development and assessment by the final
session (one semester later) was simply
not realistic. Hence, after seeking and
obtaining the grant director’s approval, I
accepted different assessment timelines
according to different project needs.

Those faculty developing small-scale
projects that could be presented to stu-
dents during fall semester were encour-
aged to conduct formative evaluations
before the last workshop session. For oth-
ers, it made sense to focus their autumn
planning time on developing project
content instead of on creating measure-
ment instruments.

Though the grant project officially
ended with the final evaluation session,
all group members agreed to complete
and share their evaluation results with me
by year’s end. At present, all are in slightly
different places in their process of pilot-
ing projects with students, gathering and
summarizing their assessment results.

Building on Previous Work
Given the needs-driven, project-based

approach of the previous sessions and
the fact that group members had already
spent significant time focusing project
goals and desired outcomes, conversa-
tions about measuring project success
flowed easily and naturally. The final
evaluation session began by giving par-
ticipants a chance to revisit and revise
their initial project summaries. The activ-
ities and discussions that followed helped
them solidify their research purpose and
review and compare effective measure-
ment strategies. The session ended with
each participant adding a section to his

or her project summary articulating the
assessment purpose and describing eval-
uation methods and timelines (see the
sidebar).

Framing Research Questions
The broadly defined assessment objec-

tive of the supporting grant allowed
instructors considerable freedom in their
individual evaluation designs. Faculty
were encouraged to develop evaluation
tools relevant to their teaching situa-
tions. The group reviewed Stephen
Erhmann’s article10 about developing use-
ful assessment questions in order to pro-
voke critical analysis and productive dia-
logue about each participant’s research
focus.

The group also read an article by Ran-
dall Bass, another expert in educational
technology evaluation. His ideas about
the need to redefine teaching evaluation
were discussed, including his call to
“submerge teaching evaluation not as
part of an accountability process but
rather, in a context of innovation, inquiry,
and reflection.”11

The diversity of the group’s final assess-
ment plans suggested that they took to

heart the advice to create individually
useful evaluations. Some instructors
planned to measure student learning out-
comes and the effects of new media addi-
tions. Others chose to focus student sur-
veys and interviews on measuring the
effectiveness of teaching practice and
teaching method enhancements. Several
decided to design instruments that would
elicit collegial feedback on their instruc-
tional design innovations. Some planned
to distribute these assessments to faculty
from the pilot group or within their
departments or divisions.

Reviewing Effective Strategies
Fortunately for the group, several par-

ticipants had the time and the inclination
to do early evaluations. They came pre-
pared to share their experiences and
examples of their research instruments
with the group during the final evaluation
session. In informal presentations, they
talked about how they fleshed out their
early assessment ideas into concrete mea-
surement tools and shared initial assess-
ment data. One individual even chose to
include his research results as part of the
Web site he developed for students.12

Definition of Purpose
To evaluate the effectiveness of new

course resources and to develop a plan

for ongoing refinement.

Description of Methods/
Timeline

December 2001: Interview fall

semester students who used preliminary

version of new resources. Include ques-

tions about individual learning differ-

ences, time spent in specific units of

course content, overall learning satis-

faction, and recommendations for

improvements.

January 2002: Integrate student

feedback.

February 2002: Enlist adjunct faculty

to observe several spring semester

students in their initial use of revised

resources. Review their recorded

observations.

May 2002: Interview spring semester

students who used revised version of

resources.

June 2002: Compare to previous

courses (taught without technology

resources) by looking at

■ student grades (on specific assign-

ments and overall course),

■ enrollment and retention numbers,

■ instructor evaluations, and

■ teacher time in resource preparation

for course.

Sample Final Evaluation 
and Assessment Plan
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Colleagues who listened to these pre-
sentations asked pointed questions, took
careful notes, and borrowed relevant
ideas. Those who presented reported that
the group’s inquiries greatly stimulated
their thoughts for future revisions.

The group also considered a more for-
mal evaluation example. As a way of
modeling best evaluation practices, I pre-
sented details about the evaluation goals
and methods from the Web-based cur-
riculum on which I had recently worked
(a National Library of Medicine-spon-
sored project). Participants had the oppor-
tunity to review observation protocols
and samples of student surveys used in
the project, which they said was “enor-
mously helpful.” Other online evalua-
tion resources were also shared, including
a useful set of considerations developed
by the creators of the highly regarded
Flashlight Surveys.13

Spending time considering evaluation
goals and methods might not have been
high on participants’ original priority
lists, but all agreed that the exercise ben-
efited their projects. While many of the
plans that came out the session would
gather, at best, only superficial evaluation
data, group members unanimously
reported that taking the time to look at
the issue of effectiveness improved their
technology efforts. For this group, whose
planning and development process con-
sistently focused on educational out-
comes, encouraging them to ask ques-
tions about the impact of their new
teaching and learning resources was wel-
come as a natural outgrowth of their pre-
vious work.

WISE Technology
Integration

There never has been, nor will there
ever be, a one-size-fits-all approach for the
teaching and learning activities of higher
education. Not surprisingly, the most com-
mon form of technology integration in
higher education continues to be indi-
vidual faculty members designing focused
instructional media to support specific
courses. The sheer number of these instruc-
tors, combined with their highly individ-
ualized support needs, presents enormous
challenges for those attempting to pro-
vide professional development support.

Increasingly, faculty are asking not only for
technical training in new learning tech-
nologies, but also for significant support in
integrating these new media.

The WISE model stands out among
current support solutions in that it care-
fully considers the specific needs of higher
education faculty and provides them with
customized professional development
support. Instead of replacing or duplicat-
ing existing support efforts, it enhances
them, adding essential technology inte-
gration opportunities. The support model
recognizes that instructors may feel threat-
ened by expectations that they develop
technology expertise and begins by build-
ing an atmosphere that fosters coopera-
tion rather than defensive postures. It
actively solicits and integrates partici-
pants’ teaching interests and needs into
workshop activities. The support approach
acknowledges the limitations of faculty
planning time and offers a project plan-
ning framework that is manageable and
useful for the average instructor.

To support participants in developing
effective technology projects, the WISE
model also provides opportunities for lit-
erature-based, discussion-oriented learn-
ing — a format both familiar and credi-
ble for most educators. Faculty’s need for
direct application learning is addressed
through the model’s project-based
approach to experimenting with new
media as well as the emphasis on and sup-
port for developing personally useful
assessment questions. As faculty dive into
technology project development tasks,
“just-in-time” training sessions are com-
bined with collaborative consultation
support to provide responsive support.

In a survey completed by pilot partici-
pants, all respondents agreed that the pro-
fessional development sessions met the
objectives of the grant project, helping
each faculty member make purposeful use
of technology to enhance their teaching
and learning activities. With support needs
outpacing support solutions, the success of
the WISE model may provide useful inspi-
ration to other groups as well.

To learn more about the Murdock
Technology Initiative, visit the project’s
Web site at <http://www.waicu.org/
murdock/index.html>. There you will
find a link to the Health and Life Sci-

ences page, which includes many
resources from the WISE pilot. e
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